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Abstract
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines is a southern Caribbean archipelago consisting of one
major island, seven smaller, inhabited islands in the Grenadines, and numerous other
uninhabited islets and cays. Geologically and culturally, St. Vincent differs from the
Grenadines. St. Vincent is a large island, forested and mountainous, heavily dependent
upon agriculture, and entirely the product of volcanic activity. St. Vincent’s stratovolcano,
La Soufrière (1178 m), has erupted several times since European settlement, most recently
in 1979. The Grenadines consist of small, tourism- and fishery-dependent islands, which
are more arid, and geologically much older and more complex. The entire archipelago is
subject to a suite of natural hazards, owing to its geography, with St. Vincent particularly
susceptible to volcanic hazards.
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15.1 Introduction

15.1.1 Orientation

St. Vincent—lushly forested on the flanks of its volcanic
peak, La Soufrière—together with the Grenadines, is billed
in some tourism literature as “the Caribbean you’re looking
for” (SVG Tourism Authority 2009). The main island’s
interior landscape is steep, rugged, and largely undeveloped.
The coastline is urbanized in places—most notably the area
surrounding the capital of Kingstown—but far from com-
pletely developed. In fact, St. Vincent’s coastal road does
not even travel the entire island’s circumference, such is the
lack of development in the hinterlands.

St. Vincent is a relatively large island (344 km2) situated
between 13° 23′ and 13° 07′ North latitude (Fig. 15.1), while
the Grenadines are a chain of smaller islands (the inhabited
of which range from 0.4 to 16 km2), islets, rocks, and reefs
dotting the shallow sea between the larger islands of St.
Vincent in the north and Grenada in the south (Fig. 15.2).
The international boundary between St. Vincent and the
Grenadines and Grenada passes through the archipelago
between the (relatively) larger inhabited Grenadine Islands
of Union Island and Carriacou. According to local knowl-
edge, the northernmost tip of Carriacou, at Gun Point, is also
technically part of St. Vincent and the Grenadines, due to the
political boundary originally being drawn along a line of
latitude. Apart from this artifact land border, the border falls
between the two small islands Petit St. Vincent (PSV) and
Petite Martinique (PM), which lie less than a kilometer
apart. This chapter will limit its discussion of the Grenadines
to only those islands politically linked with St. Vincent, as
Chap. 16 will cover Grenada and its Grenadines.

At the northern end of the archipelago, the island of St.
Vincent serves as the economic, cultural, and political hub of
the nation. Physically and culturally, the Grenadine islands
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Fig. 15.1 General physiographic map of St. Vincent depicting radiating rivers and central mountain range, as well as St. Vincent’s location just
north of the Grenadines (see inset map). Cartography by K.M. Groom and A. Ollivierre
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Fig. 15.2 General physiographic map of the Grenadines. In order to
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differ starkly from St. Vincent. In terms of landscape, the
Grenadines represent more of the stereotypical Caribbean
island scenery, white sand beaches, crystalline blue water,
and bright coral reefs, while St. Vincent’s shoreline rises
steeper and rockier from the ocean, with many of the bea-
ches marked by dark-colored, volcanic sand. Culturally, the
Grenadines also differ from St. Vincent in that they support
less urbanization, with economies based primarily on fishing
and tourism, rather than agriculture.

15.1.2 Previous Work

Much of the early geological interest in St. Vincent related to
eruptions of its iconic stratovolcano, La Soufrière. Scientists
(e.g., Anderson 1903; Flett 1908; Aspinall et al. 1973; Barr
and Heffter 1982; Fiske and Sigurdsson 1982) have recorded
and described all three of the twentieth-century eruptions—
1902, 1971–1972, and 1979—however, earlier eruptions,
while occasionally documented, lack rigorous scientific data.

The Grenadines, being much older than St. Vincent and
with no volcanic activity since the time of human settlement,
attracted a different type of early scientific interest. As in
other locations, the first scientists to explore the Grenadines
geologically—paleontologists—sought fossils. Donovan
(2003) cites Earle’s and Trenchmann’s collections (taken in
1924 and 1934, respectively) as the first from the region,
though these fossils originated on Carriacou, in Grenada’s
Grenadines. More recently, archaeologists (e.g., Fitzpatrick
and Kappers 2013) have analyzed pre-Columbian sites in St.
Vincent’s Grenadines, such asUnion Island and Mustique.

Anthropologists and historians (both amateur and pro-
fessional) visited St. Vincent and several of the Grenadines,
searching for rock engravings, petroglyphs, and other signs
of past cultures during the late nineteenth century. Ober
(1880) and Brinton (1889) conducted early, notable
research. Occasionally, these and other early researchers
would remark on the landscapes and landforms of the islands
as a way to create a backdrop for their specific subjects of
study.

15.2 Setting

15.2.1 St. Vincent

Like most islands of the inner arc of the Lesser Antilles, St.
Vincent is volcanic in origin. Its volcano, La Soufrière,
remains one of the most active in the region, having erupted
both frequently and recently. The last major eruption occur-
red in 1979, the latest of three during the past century.
Magma produced by the subduction of the South American
Plate under the Caribbean Plate reaches the subsea surface at

many points along the island arc, forming seamounts; islands
occur when these seamounts extend above sea level. The
majority of the island’s structure, therefore, is basaltic and
pyroclastic in composition. Relatively geologically young, at
only approximately three million years, St. Vincent consists
of a chain of stratovolcanic centers. Geologists conceptualize
the island in four major regions: the Southeast Volcanics, the
Grand Bonhomme Volcanic Center, the Morne Garu Vol-
canic Center, and the Soufrière Volcano (Robertson 2003b).
Older sedimentary rocks exist, such as the Miocene speci-
mens discussed by Robertson (2009), but have been brought
to the surface as a result of uplifting and are rare on the
surface of St. Vincent. Ample rainfall nourishes the forest in
St. Vincent’s mountains, giving the island a “rugged beauty,”
while rivers erode the soft volcanic rock and deposit dark
sediment on the coasts, providing St. Vincent with its many
characteristic black sand beaches (Robertson 2003a).

15.2.2 The Grenadines

With white beaches, shallow waters, and fringing reefs, the
Grenadines have long been favored destinations of sailors,
divers, and other tourists. The Grenadines represent the high
points of the Grenada Bank, “a partially submerged ridge
[that exists as] an extension of the South American Conti-
nent” (Bland 1871, p. 60), making the geologic history of the
archipelago more complex than that of St. Vincent. Having
been formed by volcanoes during the late Oligocene, the
Grenadines are considerably older than St. Vincent. Since
their early formation, the Grenadines eroded during the
Pliocene and completely submerged under high sea levels
during the Pleistocene (CCA 1991). Regional uplifting
brought the islands above sea level, along with the coralline
limestones and other sedimentary rocks that—in many pla-
ces—top the older igneous rocks. While ample evidence of
past volcanic activity still presents itself on the surface in the
Grenadines (Fig. 15.3a), the complex geology and presence
of coralline rocks and sediments indicate that these islands
share a history quite distinct from that of St. Vincent, where
the oldest rocks are sedimentary from the Middle Eocene to
Middle Miocene (Robertson 2009).

15.2.3 Climate

The islands of St. Vincent and the Grenadines experience
warm, humid conditions throughout the year. Rainfall and
temperature vary seasonally, but the variation in the former
is significantly more pronounced. During the dry season
(December–May), the islands receive 76–90 mm of precip-
itation per month. The wet season (June–November) brings
190–215 mm of rain per month. These ranges represent the
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means of observed measurements taken between 1970 and
1999 (McSweeney et al. 2010a).

These figures represent countrywide averages, so signif-
icant variation exists, both among and within the islands.
Those with higher elevations see more rainfall, which is
concentrated specifically in those high-elevation mountains.
The peak of La Soufrière and surrounding mountainous
areas, the wettest parts of the country, receive up to 580 mm
of rain per month, while the low valleys and windward
coastal plains can be quite dry, experiencing much lower
monthly rainfall totals (CCA 1991). Across the archipelago,
precipitation generally decreases from north to south, owing
to the climatological influence of La Soufrière (and the other
high mountains on St. Vincent) and the relatively low ele-
vations and small islands further south in the Grenadines.
Climatological models predict a decrease in overall annual
precipitation, based on observed trends since 1960
(McSweeney et al. 2010a, b).

With regard to temperature, elevation again drives variation
—in this case outweighing both seasonality and diurnal fluc-
tuation (CCA 1991). Between 1970 and 1999, observed mean
temperatures for the entire archipelago ranged from 25.6 to
27.3 °C. Climatologists have observed a trend of increasing
temperatures since 1960 and predict an annual increase in the
average temperature between 0.6 and 2.3 °C by 2060
(McSweeney et al. 2010a, b). Models predict that both
warming and decreasing precipitation will be more pro-
nounced and more rapid in the Grenadines than in St. Vincent.

15.3 Landscapes and Landforms

With numerous inhabited and uninhabited islands to the
south of the main island, St. Vincent and the Grenadines, as
an archipelago, spans a north–south range of nearly 100 km.
To accommodate its vastness, this section begins in the north
at the island of St. Vincent and moves southward through
each major Grenadine island and several minor islets, cays,
and rocks. This section ends at the small island called Petit
St. Vincent (PSV)—the southernmost in the country—after
expounding on the main landscape feature(s) associated with
each island or islet.

15.3.1 Leeward and Windward Sides
of St. Vincent Island

The dichotomy of a windward (eastern) and leeward
(western) side common to many islands in the Lesser
Antilles is present on St. Vincent, but seems less pronounced
here than on other islands. Barbados sits 159 km to the east
of St. Vincent, making St. Vincent the only Lesser Antillean
Island with a similarly sized, equilatitudinal island on its
windward side—the direction from which the dominant
winds blow. This means that, even though Barbados has
minimal relief, its orographic processes still affect St. Vin-
cent’s eastern coast (Watts 1987). While St. Vincent’s
windward side is dry compared to the island’s lusher leeward

Fig. 15.3 Examples of volcanic
landforms in St. Vincent and the
Grenadines. a An exposed dike
on Petit Nevis (foreground), a
Grenadine island just south of
Bequia. Photograph by A.
Ollivierre. b A view inside the
volcanic crater atop La Soufrière
on St. Vincent. Visible in the
center is the magma dome; to the
right is evidence of a recent
landslide. Photograph by P. Cole
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side, its climate is perhaps not as dry as it would be without
the presence of Barbados (Fig. 15.4).

Coastal morphology also differs from one side of St.
Vincent to the other. The windward side features rocky
coasts—many with steep cliffs—and a few coastal plains,
with the steepest finding their origin in the ridges leading
down from the island’s major mountain peaks. The leeward
coast undulates between rocky headlands and sandy bea-
ches. The beaches are composed of volcanic sediment
transported by rivers and longshore currents, which leaves
them dark in color. The one white sand beach on the leeward
side can be found at a luxury resort in Buccament Bay. The
developers nourished the beach artificially with imported
sand. Lighter sand—more gray than white—is found on St.
Vincent’s southeastern side, near Indian Bay and Villa
Beach. Here, currents nourish the beach from offshore, rather
than sediments from terrestrial rocks of volcanic origin,
eroded and carried coastward by fluvial transport.

15.3.2 La Soufrière

The highest point, and most recognizable landform, on St.
Vincent is the summit of La Soufrière (1178 m).1 Viewed
from its base, the mountain appears steep, dark, lush, and
impenetrable, with clouds often obscuring the summit. On
the rare clear day, La Soufrière reveals a spectacular
steep-walled crater with a pyroclastic volcanic dome, dark
and smoldering, rising from within (Fig. 15.3b).

The entire northern quarter of St. Vincent, exclusive of
some immediately coastal areas, consists of pyroclastic
deposits and lava flows from the Soufrière volcano. Upon
approaching the crater along the foot paths that rise from
either coast (meeting in the middle at the peak), the vege-
tation shifts from rain forest to cloud forest as the terrain gets
steeper, higher, and more geologically fractured. Scarps and
rifts appear—some of which carry ephemeral streams—as
indicators of this mountain’s dynamic nature. Researchers
have recently discovered debris avalanche deposits from
scarp collapses on La Soufrière offshore during
high-resolution bathymetry data-collection cruises. This has
led to a new understanding of the evolution of the volcano—
and subsequently the entire island—and the magnitude of
the eruptions during its formation (Le Friant et al. 2009).

15.3.3 Other Mountains on St. Vincent

The massive presence of La Soufrière dominates St. Vin-
cent’s topography. Local residents often refer to it simply as
“the volcano.” Geographically though, “the volcano” and its
flanks only cover the northern quarter of the island’s area.

Fig. 15.4 Comparison of
vegetation and landscapes
between the leeward and
windward coasts of St. Vincent.
a A forested landscape on St.
Vincent’s leeward side near
Vermont. b An arid landscape on
the windward side of St. Vincent
near Brighton. Photographs by R.
Fielding

1Maps and written records ascribe a range of elevations to La Soufrière.
We rely upon the work of Robertson (2005), whom we consider
authoritative, for our figure, but acknowledge that the easily remem-
bered measurement of 1234 m appears most often on maps and in print.
A recent amateur expedition (Gilbertson and Gilbertson, Personal
communication) took GPS readings from various promontories around
the crater rim and settled on a maximum of 1236 m. Part of the
discrepancy may result from imprecise survey methods or from
measurements being taken from various locations around the crater rim
and not necessarily the highest point. Actual change in the height of the
mountain, owing to volcanic or tectonic activity, cannot be thoroughly
dismissed.
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Two major rivers, the Wallibou (not to be confused with the
Wallilabou) and the Rabacca, flowing west and east,
respectively, have their sources on the southern slopes of La
Soufrière, separated by a high, narrow, north–south running
ridge. These rivers and the gorges they carve serve to sep-
arate La Soufrière from the rest of the island. The southern
region comprises a complex of mountains and hills, all
volcanic in origin, but none as recent nor as starkly
impressive as La Soufrière. Moving south from La Soufrière,
the first peaks encountered are the Morne Garu mountains,
dominated by Richmond Peak (1077 m) and Brisbane Peak
(932 m). Further south, the Cumberland and Colonarie riv-
ers again nearly bisect the island as they flow down from the
northern flanks of the Bonhomme Peaks: Grand Bonhomme
(970 m) and Petit Bonhomme (756 m). This mountainous
area also serves as the source for the Yambou River, which
carves the Mesopotamia Valley, one of St. Vincent’s deep-
est, lushest, and most verdant regions. South of “Mespo” (as
locals call it), Mt. St. Andrew (735 m) provides a steep
backdrop to the capital city, Kingstown, located in front of a
natural harbor on the island’s southwest coast.

The major mountain peaks of St. Vincent stand in a
roughly north-south alignment, but the landscape obscures
this neat arrangement. Numerous smaller peaks, sharp
ridgelines, and deep valleys—all the result of erosion and
dissection of the southern, pre-Soufrière volcanic centers—
radiate outward from the mountains, lending St. Vincent a
sense of topographic randomness with sharp rises, steep
descents, dark valleys, and a few coastal plains. St. Vincent
is an island for mountain people—a place where choosing
between volcanic topography and coastal morphology is
unnecessary.

15.3.4 Geothermal Areas

Found only in the area inside the crater of La Soufrière and
on the southern flanks of the volcano, geothermal activity
includes fumaroles at the base of the dome within the crater
and warm springs (37 °C) along the upper Wallibou River
(Robertson 2005). Owing to the risk of future eruptions,
experts see these sites’ potential for geothermal energy
development as unlikely (CCA 1991).

15.3.5 Airport Development

At the time of writing, the largest and most
landscape-altering development project in St. Vincent and
the Grenadines was the construction of the Argyle Interna-
tional Airport on St. Vincent’s windward side. The new

airport has finally reached the completion of its politically
charged, oft-delayed, decade-long planning and construction
process. Replacing the current E.T. Joshua Airport, Argyle,
will handle larger jets, potentially opening St. Vincent to
more international tourism. The airport development pro-
voked controversy among several groups in St. Vincent and
the Grenadines, with concerns ranging from safety (e.g.,
strong crosswinds common on the windward side of the
island) to opposition to the major landscape changes that the
airport construction required. For example, one tourism
official stated that “to build this airport, engineers had to
move three mountains, fill two valleys, create embankments,
and span a river” (Myers 2015). Additionally, the con-
struction of the runway uncovered significant archaeological
findings, including the postholes from at least eleven struc-
tures, stone tools, pottery, and the buried remains of several
humans. A hastily organized, yet remarkably effective rescue
excavation determined that the site had been a Carib settle-
ment from the late sixteenth to early seventeenth century
(Hofman and Hoogland 2012). The most important finding
from the site involved the commingling of native and
colonial artifacts, suggesting a degree of cultural interactions
not previously documented.

15.3.6 Salt Ponds: Recreational and Productive

St. Vincent features at least two so-called salt ponds, formed
by lava flows that reached the sea and created small pools,
sealed off from the ocean during low tide, but capable of
being replenished at high tide. Both are on the windward
side—a small one at Brighton and a larger one at Owia—and
are popular as swimming areas for locals and visitors alike
(Fig. 15.5a). By contrast, water bodies called salt ponds in
the Grenadines rarely get used recreationally. Instead, locals
(primarily on Union Island and Mayreau) harvest salt, a
culturally important heritage that dates back to the 1700s
when colonial settlers produced salt for domestic use and
export (Fig. 15.5b). These salt ponds and lagoons addition-
ally provide essential habitat for resident and migratory
birds, with many being recognized as BirdLife International
important bird areas (IBAs) (Culzac-Wilson 2008).

15.3.7 The Grenadines

The largest of St. Vincent’s Grenadines is Bequia (16 km2),
an S-shaped island surrounded by a number of smaller off-
shore cays. The Bequia Channel—8.3 km at its narrowest
point—separates this northernmost Grenadine island from
St. Vincent. Bequia is an island of steep, rolling hills,
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vegetated coves, and small, sandy coastal plains. Volcanic in
origin, as are all of the Grenadines, Bequia has a complex
geologic history. The beach sand ranges from white to
golden, evidence of the island’s surficial coralline nature,
although basaltic clasts occur in some of the beach rock,
underscoring its volcanic origin (Fig. 15.6).

Perhaps Bequia’s most renowned natural feature is
Admiralty Bay, a large, deep bay on the island’s protected
leeward side. At the northern end of this bay sits Port

Elizabeth, Bequia’s principal settlement, while other notable
features on the island include Spring Bay on the windward
side and Friendship Bay on the south coast. An interesting
housing development called Moonhole is found at the
southwestern-most extent of the island. Developed around a
natural arch by the same name at the tip of Bequia, it was
first developed in the 1960s using local materials including
olivine-rich basaltic stone and whalebone to create unique
holiday homes. While the structure inside the arch itself has

Fig. 15.5 Comparison of salt ponds on St. Vincent versus those found
in the Grenadines. a The Owia Salt Pond, on St. Vincent’s northeastern
coast, with a swimmer for scale. The relative clarity of the water and
picturesque setting make it a popular natural attraction. Photograph by

R. Fielding. b An aerial view of the salt pond on the southern peninsula
of Mayreau in the Grenadines. The murky water and small salt mining
retaining pond visible in the center of the image discourages swimmers.
Photograph by A. Ollivierre

Fig. 15.6 Conglomerate beach
rock with basaltic clasts on
Bequia, located on a headland
between Lower Bay and Princess
Margaret Beach. Photograph by
R. Fielding
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fallen into disrepair and is considered unsafe to visit (fol-
lowing a rockfall that preceded its abandonment), the rest of
the site remains an eclectic part of the island’s history and
current settlement pattern.

Built on reclaimed land along the south coast near the
community of Paget Farm, the creation of Bequia’s airport
(Fig. 15.7) resulted in the destruction of a beach, a barrier
reef, and shallow lagoon habitats. This subsequently created
further problems for the community due to an inadequate
and malfunctioning drainage system that has resulted in
severe problems with stagnant waters and the accumulation
of marine debris (Jaja 2013).

Several islets off the south coast of Bequia also warrant
attention. The first is Semples Cay, an islet at the mouth of
Friendship Bay. To some, Bequia earns a certain amount of
fame—notoriety to others—as the only Caribbean commu-
nity with an aboriginal subsistence whaling quota from the
International Whaling Commission (Adams 1971; Ward
1995). Based around Friendship Bay, on the island’s south
coast, Bequia whalers pursue humpback whales (Megaptera
novaeangliae) in an area extending approximately 19 km off
the windward side of Bequia and encompassing the unpro-
tected waters around the island of Mustique’s marine con-
servation buffer, along with several smaller cays (see chart in
Adams 1971, pp. 64–65). Captured whales are brought to
Semples Cay for processing. This is the only remaining
whale processing station out of at least seven that once stood
on Bequia and the nearby islets. East of Bequia lie the

uninhabited islets of Battowia and Baliceaux. These arid
islets lack natural freshwater sources and find use primarily
as grazing land for livestock. The history of Baliceaux,
however, belies its pastoral present. During the early colo-
nial era, the British used this islet as a natural prison—a
holding place for native Caribs exiled from St. Vincent and
later deported to Central America (see Heritage).

Continuing south, the next inhabited island is Mustique.
This private island is owned by the Mustique Company and
has been developed almost exclusively as an island of hol-
iday homes and rental villas, although a small community of
local Mustiquans remains in the town of Lovell Village.
What once was a derelict sugar island has been transformed
into an impeccably manicured resort, the island’s epony-
mous mosquitoes (the name evolved as a corruption of
moustique, the French word for mosquito) controlled
through the draining of some of the wetlands in which they
formerly bred.

The channel between Mustique and the next inhabited
island to the south, Canouan, is dotted with several small
cays and islets important for seabird nesting and roosting,
but otherwise represents the longest stretch of open water
within the Grenadines archipelago. Another luxury resort
company owns two-thirds of Canouan. This resort achieved
local infamy for its golf club whose runoff of herbicides and
fungicides led to the degradation of Canouan’s extensive
coral reef (Scott and Horrocks 1993). Despite this, the main
industry on the island remains tourism—particularly

Fig. 15.7 Aerial view of the J.F.
Mitchell Airport on the southern
coast of Bequia. Photograph by
A. Ollivierre
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associated with the resort—while traditional fisheries,
though weakened along with the health of the reef, maintain
a smaller contribution to the local economy.

South of Canouan is the small island of Mayreau, home
to not more than 300 people. Mayreau’s landforms include a
classic tombolo (Fig. 15.8) at its northern end where Mt.
Carbuit is joined to the main island by a narrow strand, the
western side of which forms the back beach of Carnash (or
Salt Whistle) Bay, a favorite anchorage for yachts. The
northern point of the island features an example of coral
pavement (Fig. 15.9), exposed during low tide. At Mayr-
eau’s south end, a wide isthmus featuring a large salt pond in
its center connects Lande-Ici Hill to the rest of the island. To
the west of this isthmus, on the leeward side of the island, is
Saline Bay, home to Mayreau’s main port—by which this
island maintains its sole connection (as it has no airport) to
the rest of the archipelago.

Due east of Mayreau stand the uninhabited, but note-
worthy, Tobago Cays. This tightly clustered group of four
islets, Petit Rameau, Petit Bateau, Jamesby, and Baradal,
plus a fifth outlier—Petit Tabac—rise above the shallow
sand, grass, and coral-covered seafloor just meters below
the surface. Narrow channels of only 100–200 m separate
the four main cays, while Petit Tabac lies west of the reef
from which the other cays sit, about a kilometer from the
rest of the group. The Grenadines contain the most
extensive coral reef system in the Eastern Caribbean, with
each island supporting fringing, patch, or barrier reefs, and
a variety of ecologically important seagrass and mangrove
habitats. The Tobago Cays Marine Park (TCMP) (origi-
nally established in 1997, but ineffective until its

relaunching by the government in 2006) protects the two
largest of these reefs, Horseshoe Reef and World’s End
Reef (Fig. 15.10a), that surround the Tobago Cays in the
southern Grenadines (Mahon et al. 2004; DeGraff and
Baldwin 2013). The decision to include the entire neigh-
boring, fisheries-dependent island of Mayreau in this pro-
tected area, however, continues to provoke controversy in
the community (Hoggarth 2007).

South of Mayreau sits Union Island, home to the highest
point in the Grenadine archipelago, Mount Tibre2 (304 m),
and the largest mangrove forest in the country (25 ha). One
of the most controversial development projects in the Gre-
nadines is the failed Ashton Marina project (Price and Price
1998), which had intended to build a 300-berth marina and
replace the existing lagoon and its surrounding reefs with
condominiums and a golf course. When the Italian devel-
opment firm abandoned construction due to bankruptcy in
1995, the marina berths remained, causing a stagnation and
eutrophication of the water in the lagoon, which critically
reduced the marine habitats and marine life (Sorenson 2007).

One somewhat unique geologic feature within the Car-
ibbean, an outcrop of columnar basalt, may be found on
Frigate Island, just south of—and artificially connected to—
Union Island (Fig. 15.10b). This feature was exposed during
mining operations to produce rocks and fill for a marina

Fig. 15.8 Aerial view, facing
south, of the Carnash tombolo on
Mayreau. Photograph by A.
Ollivierre

2This mountain has several similar alternate names. Taboi is seen most
often on official maps. Tibre is the most commonly used local name.
Other maps and charts label the peak as Toboi or Tabor. The confusion
is perhaps a result of variations in pronunciation or a cartographic
transcription error propagated to subsequent maps.
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Fig. 15.9 Coral pavement,
exposed and eroded on the north
coast of Mayreau. Photograph by
A. Ollivierre

Fig. 15.10 Examples of unique
landforms in the Grenadines, both
terrestrial and aquatic.
a Horseshoe Reef (foreground)
and World’s End Reef
(background) with Petit Tabac,
one of the Tobago Cays, in the
center. b Columnar basalt on
Frigate Island, a small cay off of
Ashton Bay, Union Island, that
was artificially joined with Union
in 1994–95 in a failed attempt to
build a marina in Ashton Lagoon
(Price and Price 1998).
Photographs by A. Ollivierre
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project (Price and Price 1998). When lava cools, it contracts,
both vertically and horizontally. Horizontal contractions can
lead to jointing—or cracking—of the hardening rock. In
basalts, these joints often result in a hexagonal shape,
although irregular cooling can sometimes produce columns
with less regular shapes and varying numbers of sides.
Another example of columnar basalt exists in the Cumber-
land valley on St. Vincent. Early visitors to the island (e.g.,
Davy 1854; Sharp 1890) described and photographed the
geology of this site, indicating that its exposure likely
resulted from natural surface movement processes.

East and southeast of Union Island stand the small
private resort islands of Palm Island and Petit St. Vincent.
Both have received numerous international tourism awards
and recognitions and are known for their luxury accom-
modations. Palm Island, known as Prune Island before its
sale to resort developers, served as a leper colony for
stricken inhabitants of Union Island from the late 1700s
into the early 1800s.

15.4 Heritage and Tourism

15.4.1 Heritage

Evidence of human occupation in St. Vincent and the Gre-
nadines exists from as early as 2000 BCE. Hairouna (the
indigenous name for St. Vincent) remained a stronghold for
native inhabitants well into the colonial era. While other
islands were being depopulated through disease, genocide,
and forced relocations, the native population on Hairouna

continued to thrive. Only on Dominica was the maintenance
of Carib culture and population greater. Although Columbus
sighted the island in 1498—on January 22, the feast day of
Saint Vincent—Europeans did not begin to settle on St.
Vincent until the late seventeenth century (Young 1993). The
French came first, basing their operation at Barrouallie and
establishing farms, primarily on the leeward side. Today, the
names of many villages and geographic features, especially
on the island’s west coast, retain their French roots.

In 1635, the arrival of Africans on Bequia, survivors of
the wreck of a slave ship [or possibly two shipwrecks
(Matthei and Smith 2008)], augmented the Carib population
in St. Vincent and the Grenadines. As depicted in an art
installation (Fig. 15.11a) at the museum in Fort Charlotte
(located on a hill above Kingstown), the survivors eventually
came to St. Vincent, where the local Caribs welcomed them.
Over time, the Africans assimilated into the Carib culture,
and their descendants became known as “Black Caribs.”
This mixed-ancestry population gained a reputation for their
strong defense of their land against colonizers (Kirby and
Martin 1972). Despite having declared St. Vincent, along
with Dominica, a refuge for the native Carib people (also
called “Yellow Caribs”) displaced by colonization on other
islands, the British became interested in settling on St.
Vincent in 1763. Soon thereafter, a three-way contest for
control of the island began with the British, French, and
Carib peoples in near-continuous conflict.

In 1796, the British defeated the Caribs. The victors
captured over 4000 native prisoners and placed them tem-
porarily on Baliceaux, a previously uninhabited Grenadine
islet between Bequia and Mustique. Over half of those

Fig. 15.11 Remnants of St. Vincent and the Grenadines’ native
heritage. a A 1972 painting by William Linzee Prescott, on display at
Fort Charlotte, St. Vincent. The caption (not pictured) reads, “A few
Black Caribs who had escaped Abercrombie’s dragnet were eventually
settled at Greiggs, shown here. Their descendants still display that

fierce independence that so characterized the BLACK CARIBS.”
Photograph by R. Fielding. b Work stone in Spring Bay, Bequia. Such
stones would have been used to grind flour or pastes from seeds, meat,
plants, etc. Photograph by A. Ollivierre
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captured died during their three-month interment on Bal-
iceaux; the rest were deported to Roatán, an island off the
Caribbean coast of Honduras. From Roatán, the deportees—
the Garifuna as they came to be known—crossed to the
Honduran mainland and spread along the Caribbean coast of
Central America where their descendants live today (Taylor
2012). St. Vincent and the Grenadines maintains a strong
connection to its Carib heritage despite only a small per-
centage (2–4%) of the population claiming direct Carib
ancestry. In March each year, Carib descendants from St.
Vincent, Dominica, and throughout Central America make a
pilgrimage to Baliceaux, the site where their ancestors were
held and where many died. Pilgrims are often overcome by
emotion as they experience first hand the dry, shadeless,
inhospitable landscape to which their ancestors were
banished.

15.4.2 Petroglyphs and Stone Artifacts

According to one early Caribbean anthropologist, “through-
out the West Indian archipelago there is nothing of greater
archaeological importance than the St. Vincent petroglyphs”
(Huckerby 1914, p. 239). Researchers have found and
recorded twelve separate petroglyph panels—each with
numerous motifs—in St. Vincent, all of which are either
found along the coast or the island’s river valleys (with the
exception of the area around La Soufrière). For many years, a
petroglyph also survived on the northern side of Canouan in
the Grenadines; however, this artifact disappeared during the
construction of the resort. Petroglyphs in St. Vincent and the
Grenadines share a similar motif style with engravings in
Grenada, leading researchers to hypothesize that inhabitants
of both main islands maintained contact, or perhaps familial
relations, with one another (Haviser and Strecker 2006).

Work stones, also known as polissoirs (polishers, grin-
ders) or cupules, once served as mortars for sharpening tools
and for grinding dried or fibrous food sources and may still
be found in the river valleys and beaches of St. Vincent and
on Bequia (Martin 2006; Bradford 2001). Haviser and
Strecker (2006, p. 79), perhaps somewhat hyperbolically,
claim that work stones have been found on “practically
every beach” on St. Vincent. Despite this apparent exag-
geration, Kirby (1969), a Vincentian prehistorian, cataloged
over fifty work stones in St. Vincent alone, with the vast
majority found on the island’s beaches (Fig. 15.11b).

15.4.3 Early to Modern Agro-Processing

During the plantation era, sugarcane was a major crop, both
for local consumption and international export as raw or

processed sugar, molasses, and rum. Many signs of this
economy remain visible on the landscape. Remnants of
cotton mills and lime kilns for producing cement also dot the
landscape, though many have been left to ruin and overgrow
with weeds and “cashi” (cacti). Overcultivation of the Gre-
nadines’ hilly landscapes with cotton, sugarcane, and sub-
sistence crops such as cassava, pigeon peas, and corn led to
erosion and gullying, as well as soil nutrient loss—a problem
further propagated in the sharecropping land tenancy system
after emancipation. As cash agriculture declined in the sea-
sonally dry Grenadines, hardy livestock such as goats,
sheep, and fowl became the leading exports, alongside the
ever-persistent fisheries industry (Adams 1978). In St. Vin-
cent, sugarcane cultivation dominated much of the coast,
though the crop did not fare as well in the foothills of the wet
forested mountains. The cotton industry followed sugar and
led to similar, if not more severe, erosion problems.
Experimentation with other crops—especially arrowroot—
ensued, with varying degrees of success until, finally,
bananas emerged as the largest export for the island,
booming in the 1980s as a result of preferential pricing
arrangements in Europe, and then declining as prices drop-
ped amidst foreign market shifts to Latin American bananas
(Grossman 1998). Today, bananas still comprise the
majority of St. Vincent’s official agricultural production,
with illicit marijuana cultivation supplementing legal agri-
culture to an unquantified, but large, degree (INCSR 2006).

15.4.4 Tourism

Many, perhaps most, tourists entering the country are des-
tined for the Grenadines. Sailors, divers, snorkelers, and
those who simply want to lie on a pristine beach are drawn to
this archipelago of small islands with white sand beaches
and extensive reef systems in brilliant turquoise waters. The
Grenadines also host a number of exclusive resorts and
private villas, the latter primarily on Mustique, though the
number of villas on Bequia is growing. St. Vincent continues
to work hard at attracting adventure tourists, and recently
established its first all-inclusive luxury resort. Despite these
developments, agriculture in St. Vincent still competes with
tourism as a major part of the country’s GDP—the two
industries contributing 7.5 and 12.6%, respectively—a rare
economic situation in this region (World Bank 2013).

The tourism industry in St. Vincent boasts a long history
of environmental protection for recreational purposes. For
example, the St. Vincent Botanical Gardens are, by some
count, the oldest extant botanical gardens in the Western
Hemisphere, dating to 1765 (Anonymous 1922; Howard
1954). The gardens feature endemic species from around the
Caribbean, as well as other tropical locations. One of the
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most famous plants in the gardens is an individual breadfruit
tree (Artocarpus altilis), said to have been brought to St.
Vincent from Tahiti personally by Captain Bligh on his first
voyage after the infamous Bounty mutiny (Howard 1954).
Breadfruit has a long and complicated history in the Car-
ibbean, being a beloved, yet humble, local delicacy as well
as a botanical link to the region’s history of slavery and the
perceived need, on the part of the planters, for local, abun-
dant, high-caloric food to fuel the workforce. Another
long-standing example of environmental protection in St.
Vincent is the Kings Hill Forest Reserve, with protection of
its 55 acres of dry forest commencing in 1791 (CCA [Car-
ibbean Conservation Association] 1991).

15.5 Hazards

As with the rest of the Eastern Caribbean, the islands of St.
Vincent and the Grenadines remain particularly vulnerable
to natural hazards (Anderson et al. 2011). That heightened
vulnerability stays strongly tied to the demographic, eco-
nomic, and geopolitical situation in the Lesser Antilles
which favors relatively high population densities on islands
or island groups of small geographic size with relatively low
GDP (Anderson et al. 2011). The result is that a single
hazardous event can have a disproportionate effect on a
small island’s population, infrastructure, and GDP. Indeed,
in the case of tropical cyclones, the storm systems them-
selves are usually many times larger than the individual
islands over which they track.

Researchers have catalogued St. Vincent’s hazards
numerous times (e.g., Boruff and Cutter 2007; Robertson
2009). Among these, Boruff and Cutter (2007) compiled
records for natural hazards in St. Vincent, considering his-
torical sources spanning the entire twentieth century. From
these data, we see that fire occurs most frequently, although
the mix of qualitative and quantitative data in the tally makes
for difficult direct comparison among specific hazards. Per-
haps the most striking lesson from Boruff and Cutter’s
(2007) list is the sheer variety of hazards that have occurred
and are likely to continue, if not intensify, as a result of
global climate change. As hazards intimately connect to
geomorphology and landscape anywhere, especially in St.
Vincent and the Grenadines, our discussion of past, current,
and potential hazards here will necessarily be among the
most in-depth of this chapter.

15.5.1 Fire

A scholar considering Lesser Antillean natural hazard
vulnerabilities would likely not think of fire first. Caribbean
fires do not make headlines in North America or Europe as

readily as volcanic eruptions or major hurricanes. This lack
of newsworthiness may originate from the fact that most
fires in the Caribbean are human-caused—intentionally or
unintentionally—though, as Richardson (2004, p. 196)
concludes in his study of fire in the Caribbean, they are
“never under complete control.” In St. Vincent and the
Grenadines, the process of making charcoal has had dis-
astrous ecological effects—both from over-zealous, yet
controlled, burning, and from fires spreading out of control
and burning unintendedly large swaths of forest. The
colonial government passed the first regulations on the
production of charcoal in St. Vincent in 1839 and amended
the laws several times throughout the nineteenth century
(Richardson 2004). The procedure to legally produce
charcoal was so complicated, expensive, and laden with
bureaucracy, however, that many would-be law-abiding
charcoal makers opted to practice their craft illicitly. This
often took place in the hinterlands, away from the watchful
eyes of colonial administrators based in Kingstown, an
early analogue to today’s illicit, yet normally uncontested,
remote marijuana farms. The essentially unregulated pro-
duction of charcoal through felling and burning trees in situ
resulted in such dramatic deforestation that the
once-forested slopes of Mt. St. Andrew had become, in the
words of one late nineteenth-century writer, reduced to
“complete barrenness” (Hooper 1886, pp. 9–10 [cited in
Richardson 2004, p. 89]).

Even the smaller islands of the Grenadines were sus-
ceptible to the hazards wrought by human-caused fires.
Richardson (2004, p. 90) notes that, despite their remoteness
with respect to the seat of colonial administration, the Gre-
nadines “supplied slooploads of charcoal to the Bridgetown
[Barbados] market, to the detriment of their own insular
habitats.” Considering the small land area of the Grenadines,
the general lack of precipitation and surface water, and the
resultant meager forest cover, the disproportionate impact of
even a single “sloopload” to the ecological health of a
Grenadine forest community becomes apparent. Today,
there is virtually no first growth forest remaining.

15.5.2 Volcanic Eruptions

While most hazards to which St. Vincent is vulnerable occur
more frequently than volcanic eruptions, the ever-present
sight of La Soufrière, combined with the high number of
casualties and large economic losses due to its regular—yet
infrequent—eruptions, may serve to make perceptions of
volcanic risk more widespread than that of other hazards
(Robertson 1995; Scarlett 2014). For example, according to
Boruff and Cutter (2007), between 1955 and 2004, over
1500 human lives on St. Vincent were lost due to the gases,
debris flows, and ejecta associated with the eruptions. La
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Soufrière’s eruptions have claimed a death toll greater by an
order of magnitude than the second leading cause of natural
hazards death: windstorms (presumably as part of tropical
cyclones). The subtitle to a contemporary account of the
1902 eruption, reading boldly, “DEATH! DEATH!
EVERYWHERE!” does not seem as sensationalistic when
the sheer number of victims is considered (Garesché 1902,
p. 5, capitalization in original). Still, volcanic eruptions are
among the least frequent of all natural hazards experienced
on St. Vincent and do not occur at all in the Grenadines. So,
while the volcano looms over everyday Vincentian life and
wreaks enormous havoc when it erupts, volcanic hazards
occur perhaps once in a generation, not nearly as frequent as
other, less disastrous hazards.

Eruptions have not only caused human deaths and inju-
ries, but have reshaped the island landscape as well. The
changes to the physical landscape are straightforward: nearly
all the surface rock on St. Vincent is basaltic or pyroclastic
in origin. In terms of human geography and the built land-
scape, Richardson (2004, p. 17) presciently states that

The rapid transformation of St. Vincent from a sugarcane island
in the 1880s and 1890s to an island of smallholders in the earth
twentieth century probably was brought about by an 1898 hur-
ricane followed by a volcanic eruption in 1902, twin disasters
that drove away most of the island’s planter class.

Twenty-five volcanic eruptions occurred in the Eastern
Caribbean between 1780 and 2006 (Lara 2006), the deadliest
being Mt. Pelée on Martinique in 1902, which killed over
28,000 people. During that event, La Soufrière also erupted,
though the casualties were considerably fewer, owing to the
sparse population in the north of the island. These simulta-
neous eruptions of neighboring volcanoes demonstrate the
long-known fact that “there are sub-marine communications
between the burning mountains or volcanoes in each of [the
islands]” (Anderson 1785, p. 30). La Soufrière last erupted
in 1979, claiming no lives but forcing the evacuation of over
15,000 people, due to the increased populations on the north
of the island by then. The typical “St. Vincent style” erup-
tion (Robertson 2005, p. 247) is highly explosive, preceded
by frequent, strong earthquakes, and involves the emission
of toxic gases, lahars, and the ejection of large volumes of
new material (Boruff and Cutter 2007).

Robertson (2005), the preeminent geologist studying La
Soufrière, expects the volcano to continue to erupt at least
once per century. The next eruption could be explosive, like
the 1902 eruption, or effusive, like that of 1979. In the event of
an eruption, the northern quarter of the island faces the greatest
risk from pyroclastic flows, volcanic projectiles, and lahars.
This would include the settlement of Georgetown, the largest
on the windward side. Ashfall could affect more than half the
island, reaching as far south as Barrouallie on the leeward side

and the Bonhomme Peaks in the island’s center. Even the
so-called Safe Zone—essentially the southern third of the
island—would not escape the effects of a major eruption, as
evacuees from the northern area would increase the burden on
housing and services in southern communities such as Layou,
Mesopotamia, and, most predominantly, Kingstown.

15.5.3 Earthquakes and Tsunamis

St. Vincent and the Grenadines’ location near the Caribbean
and the North and South American tectonic plate boundaries
and the presence of an active volcano on St. Vincent (and
several others in the region) leads to common tectonic and
volcanic earthquakes. Although earthquakes occur often,
they are not usually strong or destructive—a trend that
Robertson (2009) attributes to the relatively slow plate
convergence at the subduction zone (*2 mm/year). The
Seismic Research Centre at the University of the West
Indies (UWI) maintains five seismic stations and eight GPS
stations, and monitors changes in ground angle at several dry
tilt sites on St. Vincent (UWI 2011).

Tomblin (1981) points out the added vulnerability of
reclaimed or filled land in waterfront development—a com-
mon construction strategy in St. Vincent and other Caribbean
islands—to liquefaction events during earthquakes. The
inherently low elevation of reclaimed land also increases its
vulnerability to storm surge, sea-level rise, and tsunamis. For
example, Tomblin (1981) cites the infamous 1692 earthquake
and subsequent tsunami that partially and permanently sub-
merged the settlement of Port Royal, Jamaica. Port Royal had
not been built upon reclaimed land, but on similarly soft,
accreted sediment on a coastal spit. This historical event, well
known throughout the Caribbean and beyond, should serve
as a warning to nearshore developers around the region.

Despite the occurrence of earthquakes in St. Vincent, the
zone between Grenada and St. Lucia—where St. Vincent
and the Grenadines comprise the majority of the area—is the
least seismically active in all the Lesser Antilles. By way of
explanation, Robertson (2009, p. 32) mentions two com-
peting hypotheses, attributing the less-than-average number
of earthquakes either to the smooth descent of the subduct-
ing slab, in which case the scarcity of earthquakes may be
seen as a reliable, ongoing trend, or, more ominously, “to the
accumulation of strain energy, which is yet to reach its
limit,” a scenario that would indicate the future occurrence
of a major, possibly catastrophic earthquake, resulting in the
release of long accumulated energy.

Earthquakes and volcanoes in the region are rarely, but
powerfully, tsunamigenic. One notable tsunami-like event
involved a “tidal” run-up on the coastal plain near
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Georgetown on St. Vincent’s windward side, associated with
the 1902 eruption of La Soufrière, which researchers have
retrospectively estimated at just over three kilometers
(Lander et al. 2002). Despite the multitude of potential
causal events, such as earthquakes, terrestrial volcanic
eruptions, submarine volcanic eruptions, and landslides,
both in the region and further afield (earthquakes as far away
as the Iberian Peninsula have resulted in destructive tsuna-
mis to Caribbean shores), tsunamis in the Caribbean are
uncommon. One team of researchers analyzed data related to
91 extreme wave events that occurred throughout the Car-
ibbean region between 1498 and 2000 and determined that
only about one-third represented true tsunamis (Lander et al.
2002).

In 1867, a strong earthquake centered in the Virgin
Islands caused shaking as far away as Guadeloupe, gener-
ating a tsunami that affected many Caribbean islands farther
from its epicenter. Owing to the large area affected, this
earthquake and its associated tsunami represents one of the
best-documented natural hazard events from the nineteenth
century, even if some of the descriptions of local effects and
observations are likely to have been exaggerated. While no
record exists indicating that the earthquake was felt in St.
Vincent and the Grenadines, effects of the tsunami were
recorded for both St. Vincent and Bequia, the latter experi-
encing three large, yet smooth waves of about two meters’
height (Zahibo and Pelinovsky 2001).

Another set of scholars (Le Friant et al. 2009) found
evidence suggesting at least one major flank-collapse on La
Soufrière during the past 50,000 years. The team also
located a debris avalanche associated with this event, which
deposited 9–10 km3 of material offshore. If a similar col-
lapse were to happen in the future, the combined results of
the volcanic eruption, mass wasting, and the tsunami that
would likely result would be catastrophic, posing a hazard to
all islands in the region.

15.5.4 Flooding and Mass Wasting

Floods and landslides also threaten St. Vincent. The most
recent natural hazard to have occurred on a national scale is
the flood of December 24–25, 2013, when numerous rivers
swollen by heavy rains overflowed their banks. According to
a government report on the disaster (Locke et al. 2014),
during one three-hour period on the evening of December
24, 278 mm of rain fell in the northeastern portion of the
island—a hundred-year event. The government declared
over a dozen specific disaster areas where the most intense
flooding and erosion had occurred. The transport sector
suffered largest economic losses with many bridges and

sections of road washed out. Nine people were confirmed
dead. At the time of writing, recovery—assisted by the
World Bank and other international organizations—has
made good progress but is still ongoing with some of the
planned long-term actions expected to take up to 5 years to
complete. While the flooding of December 2013 was a
highly unusual event, damaging floods do occur, on average,
about four times per century (Boruff and Cutter 2007).

Landslides and other examples of mass wasting occur
more frequently. DeGraff et al. (1989) found debris flows to
be the most common form of mass wasting in a three-island
study area comprised of St. Vincent, St. Lucia, and
Dominica. A common scenario for mass wasting in St.
Vincent is a slope of greater than 35° failing at a depth of
less than two meters as a result of heavy precipitation, often
produced by a tropical cyclone (DeGraff et al. 1989). Con-
sidering that half the island’s surface area is sloped at least
30°, and only 20% of the island has slopes less than 20°, the
frequency of mass wasting events in St. Vincent is certainly
not surprising (CCA 1991). Road-cutting and other forms of
anthropogenic alteration of the landscape, including
unplanned housing on steep, unreinforced slopes, exacerbate
the landslide risk (Anderson et al. 2011). The alternating
layers of ash, basaltic rock, and cemented pyroclastic
material underlying the island’s steep slopes allow for dif-
ferential decay rates that often weaken lower layers and
destabilize entire areas. Rock falls also occur on St. Vincent,
usually where bedrock scarps occur on mountain slopes or
where sea cliffs and rocks show well-defined jointing, or as a
result of undercutting by wave action (DeGraff et al. 1989).
Still, the most common trigger of mass wasting in St. Vin-
cent is precipitation, although tectonic and volcanic activities
also cause mass wasting, particularly in the form of mud-
flows, or lahars, associated with eruptions of La Soufrière
(DeGraff et al. 1989; Robertson 2005).

Landslides and flooding are rarely experienced in the
Grenadines. Very little surface water exists on most islands
except for salt ponds, ephemeral pools and streams follow-
ing periodic rain events, and built ponds used to water
livestock. The slopes and elevations also remain generally
lower in the Grenadines than on St. Vincent, so while
minimal flooding in low-lying coastal areas may occur, it
does not cause the same devastating effects as floods do on
St. Vincent.

15.5.5 Hurricanes

Located at the Hurricane Belt’s edge, strong hurricanes
usually pass slightly to the north of St. Vincent and the
Grenadines. Notable exceptions to this trend occur regularly,
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however, and many hurricanes and lesser cyclones have
caused death, injury, or major damage on these islands
including, most recently, Hurricanes Matthew in 2016,
Tomas in 2010, Ivan in 2004, and Lenny in 1999.

15.5.6 Sand Mining

The removal of sand from beaches and mixing with concrete
for construction purposes is a common, albeit illegal, prac-
tice throughout the country. Sand mining has a negative
impact on coastal zones, minimizing the beach’s effective-
ness as a form of coastal protection, and affecting beach
recreation activities—an essential draw for tourism in St.
Vincent and the Grenadines (Christie et al. 2015). The
Caribbean Conservation Association (CCA 1991, xxi)
describes how “virtually all the beaches… accessible by road
have been mined to some extent, but those closest to
Kingstown and other population centers have been the most
affected.” Sand mining can result in erosion along the coast
and require placement of seawalls, gabions, or groins to
protect coastal properties and developments. Port Elizabeth,
in Bequia, serves as a salient example of these attempts at
mitigation. In addition, vehicles used to access the sand
destroy fragile beach vegetation.

15.6 Conclusion

The archipelagic nation of St. Vincent and the Grenadines
typifies Eastern Caribbean landscapes, but also stands out in
several key ways. With examples of both large (by Lesser
Antilles standards) and small islands; wet and dry environ-
ments; volcanic and sedimentary geology; and French, Bri-
tish, and Carib cultural heritage, this island nation presents
something of a microcosm of the wider region. The typical
Lesser Antillean landscapes that are lacking in St. Vincent—
coralline beaches, offshore reefs—are abundant in the Gre-
nadines, and the volcanic landforms either lacking or
obscured by more recent geological activity in the Gre-
nadines are found in abundance on the surface of St. Vin-
cent. Still, there remain important ways in which this island
nation is unique within the region. Foremost among these is
the risk presented by the active volcano, La Soufrière, one of
the most active in the Lesser Antilles. The economic focus
on agriculture also stands out among the islands of the
region and increases the vulnerability of St. Vincent and the
Grenadines to certain hazards, especially climate-driven
changes in precipitation patterns, which would affect agri-
cultural islands more drastically than those exclusively
focused on tourism.
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